Numerical accuracy in assessing the strong shielding interaction that promotes cracking process based on continuum mechanics is presented in this paper. Crack interaction limit (CIL) and crack unification limit (CUL) are investigated based on strain energy release rate approach. The case of two interacting edge crack in finite body is simulated using finite element analysis and Jintegral. As a result, the trend of CIL and CUL is presented to prove the limit and unification of energy release can be numerically shown at higher and lower crack-to-width ratio at two crack interval ratio b = 1 and b = 0. It can be concluded that the CIL and CUL is geometrically dependent.
Introduction
In this study, the main concern is focused to strain energy release rate determination of multiple cracks in a finite body. Thus, the influence of the crack interaction is taken into account as it generates shielding effect and crack amplification effect in various loading condition [1] . Analytically, to define the interaction based on strain energy release rate, the analytical stress intensity factor (SIF) formulae for multiple edge cracks has been proposed by Jiang [2, 3] . Another analytical continuum model which introduced by Kachanov [4] has successfully defined the interaction of micro-crack mechanics based on brittle fracture [5] . Despite those analytical formulations of SIF, numerical approaches in SIF formulation have been notified to be more accurate, reliable and flexible especially in dealing with complex problem [6] . It is always suggested that analytical formulation should be closely integrated with numerical formulation for more accurate problem solving solution [7] . One of the most accurate methods is based on strain energy release rates, called J-integral. To date, most of the J-integral method has been implemented in the case of single crack and multiple surface cracks, and less interest on multiple edge cracks [8] . The present work aims to test J-integral method for strain energy release rate evaluation in order to determine the most adequate one for a body consists of multiple edge cracks.
Finite Element Analysis
Finite element model for displacement can be written as
, , , , , ij x y f x y . The meshing scheme is focused on the effect of quarter-point configuration of mixed element on the behavior of stress, strain energy and stress intensity factor. Therefore, the independent approximation for displacement ( ) 
In the context of LEFM analysis, [9] has demonstrated that in elastoplastic case, the total strain energy release rate, G is equal to path independent integral called J or G J = . The J-integral has the following expression
where i u is the displacement vector components and ds is the length increment along the Γ (any path beginning at the bottom crack face and ending at the top crack face), W is strain energy density, while traction vector
is defined as σ ij stress tensors and ij n is the component of the unit vector normal to Γ , respectively. Figure 1 (a) -(c) shows the assigned line integral to both crack tips. The line integrals denote as PATH 1 and PATH 2. These two paths will get close as the crack interval reduces. Figure  1 In order to examine the trend of interacting energy release rate by Again, the trend of interacting energy in strong interacting phase is identical to the trend in weak interaction phase, as shown in Figure 2 . Its means, eventhough the crack interval is closed enough, the developed numerical approach still able to control high stress gradient in the contest of energy release rate.
For validation, Figure 3 illustrate sthe variation of crack interaction factor , , 
